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HistoryHistory
�� It was believed that since the M2 It was believed that since the M2 branebrane theory is strongly theory is strongly 

coupled, there existed no coupled, there existed no LagrangianLagrangian description of the IR fixed description of the IR fixed 
point.point.

�� SchwarzSchwarz suggested that a Chernsuggested that a Chern--SimonsSimons--matter theory could do matter theory could do 
the job, since it has exactly marginal couplings, unlike the the job, since it has exactly marginal couplings, unlike the 
dimensionfuldimensionful YangYang--Mills coupling constant in 3d. However, no Mills coupling constant in 3d. However, no 
CSM theory with more than N =3 supersymmetry was thought CSM theory with more than N =3 supersymmetry was thought 
possible.possible.

�� There were some attempts to find less There were some attempts to find less supersymmetricsupersymmetric
AdS4/CFT3 duals, but without the guide of the M2 theory in flat AdS4/CFT3 duals, but without the guide of the M2 theory in flat 
space, none were completely successful.space, none were completely successful.



BaggerBagger--LambertLambert--GustavssonGustavsson

�� Bagger, LambertBagger, Lambert and and GustavssonGustavsson found a found a LagrangianLagrangian
2+1 conformal field theory with N=8 supersymmetry, 2+1 conformal field theory with N=8 supersymmetry, 
based on a 3based on a 3--Lie algebra, which turned out to be Lie algebra, which turned out to be 
essentially unique. It was reformulated as an         essentially unique. It was reformulated as an         

CSM matter theory. CSM matter theory. 

�� Its precise physical interpretation remains unclear Its precise physical interpretation remains unclear ––
perhaps the relation of the perhaps the relation of the modulimoduli space of the level 3 space of the level 3 
theory with that of Gtheory with that of G22 YangYang--Mills is a clue. For k=2 it Mills is a clue. For k=2 it 
is believed to describe 2 M2 is believed to describe 2 M2 branesbranes on a Zon a Z22 orbifoldorbifold..

SU(2)k × SU(2)−k

[Distler Mukhi Papageorgakis van Raamsdonk, Lambert Tong]

[van Raamsdonk]



�� A class of N=4 CSM theories were then discovered in A class of N=4 CSM theories were then discovered in 
GaiottoGaiotto WittenWitten and generalized by and generalized by HosomichiHosomichi Lee Lee LeeLee
LeeLee ParkPark..

�� TT--dualizingdualizing and lifting to Mand lifting to M--theorytheory

results in N M2 results in N M2 branesbranes probing Cprobing C44/Z/Zk k described by a described by a 
U(N)U(N)kk ×× U(N)U(N)--kk NN=6 CSM theory. The =6 CSM theory. The rgrg flow from flow from 
NN=3 YM=3 YM--CS theory just erases the YM term.CS theory just erases the YM term.

�� Now a large zoo of examples, that I will try to tame Now a large zoo of examples, that I will try to tame 
somewhat in this talk.somewhat in this talk.

D3N

5(1,k) NS5

[Aharony Bergman Maldacena DLJ]



Why is there an M2 Why is there an M2 branebrane

LagrangianLagrangian??

A background in which they become weakly 
coupled was found, due to the presence of a 

small circle.

Moreover, reducing to IIA along the natural U(1) 
isometry results in a background in which the 

black D2 brane solution has a smooth AdS near 
horizon limit.



D2 D2 branesbranes

�� The effective The effective worldvolumeworldvolume gauge theory on N D2 gauge theory on N D2 
branesbranes is the N=8 super Yangis the N=8 super Yang--Mills. This is the Mills. This is the 
dimensional reduction of the N=4 theory.dimensional reduction of the N=4 theory.

�� This theory is not conformal; the YangThis theory is not conformal; the Yang--Mills coupling Mills coupling 
is is dimensionfuldimensionful in 2+1 dimensions. in 2+1 dimensions. 

�� Competing nonCompeting non--renormalization theorems: Cubic renormalization theorems: Cubic 
superpotentialsuperpotential should not renormalize,  but neither should not renormalize,  but neither 
should should hypermultipletshypermultiplets get anomalous dimensions. get anomalous dimensions. 



Black D2/M2 Black D2/M2 branesbranes

�� The black D2 The black D2 supergravitysupergravity solution has SO(7) solution has SO(7) 
rotational invariance. It does not have a smooth rotational invariance. It does not have a smooth AdSAdS
near horizon limit.near horizon limit.

�� The string coupling blows up near the D2, so one lifts The string coupling blows up near the D2, so one lifts 
to Mto M--theory. The black M2 solution in 11d has a theory. The black M2 solution in 11d has a 
smooth                        near horizon geometry. smooth                        near horizon geometry. 

�� The spectrum of The spectrum of chiralchiral operators starts with dimension operators starts with dimension 
½½. But these cannot be the same matter fields as in the . But these cannot be the same matter fields as in the 
N=8 YM. N=8 YM. 

AdS4 × S7



A different IIA reductionA different IIA reduction

�� The                              has a natural U(1) The                              has a natural U(1) isometryisometry, , 
associated to the description of Sassociated to the description of S77 as a Sas a S11 bundle over bundle over 
CPCP33. In the . In the ‘‘t t HooftHooft limit one gets IIA onlimit one gets IIA on
with k units of Fwith k units of F22 flux.flux.

�� This extends to the entire black M2 solution. This gives This extends to the entire black M2 solution. This gives 
a background of IIA, with varying a background of IIA, with varying dilatondilaton and Fand F22 flux, flux, 
in which the black D2 in which the black D2 doesdoes have a smooth near have a smooth near 
horizon. horizon. 

�� The string coupling is small if k is large. The string coupling is small if k is large. 

AdS4 × CP 3

(Nk)3/2/k = N2

(N/k)1/2

AdS4 × S7/Zk

[Nilsson Pope, Volkov

Sorokin Tkach]



Two natural generalizationsTwo natural generalizations

�� Find other 7d conical Find other 7d conical 
backgrounds in IIA with backgrounds in IIA with 
vanishing vanishing dilatondilaton at the at the 
origin, in which the black origin, in which the black 
D2 D2 branebrane will have a will have a 
smooth near horizon.smooth near horizon.

�� Most natural method for Most natural method for 
M2 M2 branesbranes on on susysusy 88--
manifolds. manifolds. 

�� Marginally deform the Marginally deform the 
CFT, or follow a relevant CFT, or follow a relevant 
operator to a new fixed operator to a new fixed 
point, and identify the point, and identify the 
dual geometry.dual geometry.

�� Typically gives Typically gives vacuavacua
with fluxes on the with fluxes on the 
internal manifold.  internal manifold.  



ChernChern--SimonsSimons--matter theorymatter theory

�� We first consider the case with N=2 We first consider the case with N=2 susysusy. It consists of . It consists of 
a vector a vector multipletmultiplet in the in the adjointadjoint of the gauge group, and of the gauge group, and 
chiralchiral multipletsmultiplets in representations       in representations       

�� The kinetic term for the The kinetic term for the chiralchiral multipletsmultiplets includes includes 
couplingscouplings

�� There is the usual D term There is the usual D term 

Ri

−φ̄iσ2φi − ψ̄iσψi

φ̄iDφi

SN=2CS = k
4π

∫
(A ∧ dA+ 2

3A
3 − χ̄χ+ 2Dσ)



We integrate out D,   , and 

SN=2 =

∫
k
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(A ∧ dA+ 2

3
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Note that this action has classically marginal 
couplings. It is has been argued that it does not 
renormalize, up to shift of k, and so is a CFT. 



N=3 CSN=3 CS--mattermatter

�� To obtain a more To obtain a more supersymmetricsupersymmetric theory, begin with theory, begin with 
N=4 YMN=4 YM--matter. Then add the CS term, breaking to matter. Then add the CS term, breaking to 
N=3.N=3.

�� Thus we add an Thus we add an adjointadjoint chiralchiral multipletmultiplet,   ,with no ,   ,with no 
kinetic term in the CS limit, and the matter kinetic term in the CS limit, and the matter chiralchiral
multipletsmultiplets,         , which must come in pairs.,         , which must come in pairs.

� There is a superpotential,                       , needed to 
supersymmetrize the CS term. 

Φi, Φ̃i

ϕ

W = − k
8πTr(ϕ

2)



�� Integrating out       one obtains the same action as Integrating out       one obtains the same action as 
before, but with a before, but with a superpotentialsuperpotential::

�� These N=3 theories are completely rigid, and hence These N=3 theories are completely rigid, and hence 
superconformalsuperconformal. It is impossible to have more . It is impossible to have more 
supersymmetry in a YMsupersymmetry in a YM--CSCS--matter theory, but for matter theory, but for 
particular choices of gauge groups and matter particular choices of gauge groups and matter 
representations, the pure CSM can have enhanced representations, the pure CSM can have enhanced 
supersymmetry.supersymmetry.

[[ZupnikZupnik, , KhetseliusKhetselius, Kao, Lee, Lee, Schwarz, , Kao, Lee, Lee, Schwarz, GaiottoGaiotto, Yin], Yin]

ϕ

W = 4π
k (Φ̃iT

a
Ri
Φi)(Φ̃jT

a
Rj
Φj)



The N=6 CSM theory of N M2 The N=6 CSM theory of N M2 

branesbranes in Cin C44/Z/Zkk

�� U(N)U(N)kk x U(N)x U(N)--kk CSM with a pair of CSM with a pair of bifundamentalbifundamental
hypermultipletshypermultiplets

�� Field content: Field content: 

�� SU(2) x SU(2) global symmetry, which does SU(2) x SU(2) global symmetry, which does not not 
commute with SO(3)commute with SO(3)RR, combining to form SU(4), combining to form SU(4)RR

(CI)
∗, (ψI)∗ in (N̄,N) their conjugates

CI , ψ
I in (N, N̄) matter fields

Aµ, Ãµ gauge fields

CI = (Aa, B∗ȧ).
W = 2π

k ǫabǫȧḃ(AaBȧAbBḃ)

[Aharony, Bergman, Maldacena, 

DLJ]

[ABJM, Benna, Klebanov, Klose, Smedback, Bandres, 

Lipstein, Schwarz, Schanbl, Tachikawa]



‘‘t t HooftHooft LimitLimit

�� The gauge theory coupling is 1/k. Fix The gauge theory coupling is 1/k. Fix 

�� In the In the ‘‘t t HooftHooft limit, one obtains IIA on AdSlimit, one obtains IIA on AdS44 ×× CPCP33

with N units of Fwith N units of F44 and k units of Fand k units of F22 in CPin CP33

�� For unequal ranks in the gauge theory, one obtains For unequal ranks in the gauge theory, one obtains 

BB22 == JJCPCP33 ((N((N--M)/k + M)/k + ½½). ). 
[Aharony Hashimoto Hirano Ouyang]

λ = N/k, N →∞

gIIA ∼ λ5/2

N2

R2str = 25/2π
√
λ+

{
− 1
24

(
1− 1

k2

)
+ ℓ2

2k2

}

Higher order curvature correction
[Bergman Hirano]

ℓ = N −M − k/2



Monopole operatorsMonopole operators
�� If we look at the theory on             , in the radial If we look at the theory on             , in the radial 

quantization picture, we can imagine a configuration in quantization picture, we can imagine a configuration in 
which there is a single unit of magnetic flux of the which there is a single unit of magnetic flux of the 
overall U(1), so that                      . Note that since theoverall U(1), so that                      . Note that since the
matter fields are neutral under this U(1), the matter fields are neutral under this U(1), the modulimoduli
space is unaffected.space is unaffected.

�� The ChernThe Chern--Simons term                          implies that T Simons term                          implies that T 
has (electrical) charge k under the gauge group          . has (electrical) charge k under the gauge group          . 
Equivalently, Equivalently, GuassGuass’’ law is modified, so some matter law is modified, so some matter 
field excitations are needed to form a gauge invariant field excitations are needed to form a gauge invariant 
operator. Defined operator. Defined 

S2 × R

∫
S2
F+ = 1

U(1)−

k
∫
A− ∧ F+

A± = A1 ±A2



ModuliModuli spacespace

�� The The modulimoduli space is determined from the Fspace is determined from the F--
term and Dterm and D--term equations, modulo constant term equations, modulo constant 
gauged symmetries. gauged symmetries. 

�� Due to the existence of monopoles, the action if Due to the existence of monopoles, the action if 
only invariant under a only invariant under a ZZkk subgroup of the subgroup of the 
constant U(1)constant U(1)−− gauge symmetries, gauge symmetries, ΛΛ. . 

δSCS =
k
2πΛ(2πn)

∂W = 0 1
kAiµ− 1

−k µ̃Ai = 0

µ = A†iAi −BiB
†
i , µ̃ = B†iBi −AiA†i

[Distler Mukhi Papageorgakis van 

Raamsdonk, ABJM]



Why is CSM a theory of M2 Why is CSM a theory of M2 branesbranes??

�� There is an extra circle which emerges only at strong There is an extra circle which emerges only at strong 
coupling, due to the monopole operators.coupling, due to the monopole operators.

�� If one gives an If one gives an ““eigenvalueeigenvalue’’’’ a VEV,                      , so a VEV,                      , so 
one of the M2 one of the M2 branesbranes is at distance                then the is at distance                then the 
mass of the offmass of the off--diagonal modes scales like diagonal modes scales like 

This is the area of a cone, rather than a length, as This is the area of a cone, rather than a length, as 
expected from a wrapped M2.expected from a wrapped M2.

R = ℓ
3/2
P v,

[Mukhi Papageorgakis, Lambert Tong, Distler Mukhi

Papageorgakis van Raamsdonk, Berenstein Trancanelli]

CI =

(
v 0
0 0

)

1
kv

2 = R
k ℓ
−3
P



Zoo of examplesZoo of examples

�� Consider M2 Consider M2 branesbranes at the tip of an eight dimensional at the tip of an eight dimensional 
cone (cone (hyperkhyperkäählerhler, , CalabiCalabi--YauYau, Spin(7) ) with a U(1) , Spin(7) ) with a U(1) 
isometryisometry compatible with supersymmetry. Then the compatible with supersymmetry. Then the 
reduction to IIA along that circle provides a 7d cone in reduction to IIA along that circle provides a 7d cone in 
which the D2 which the D2 branebrane has a smooth near horizon has a smooth near horizon 
geometry. In some cases there will be explicit D6 geometry. In some cases there will be explicit D6 
branesbranes or or orientifoldsorientifolds..

�� Known AdS4/CFT3 dualities can deformed by Known AdS4/CFT3 dualities can deformed by 
marginal or relevant operators.marginal or relevant operators.

�� Romans mass may be introduced in this way.Romans mass may be introduced in this way.



OrbifoldsOrbifolds

Necklace Necklace 
quivers quivers ±±kk

N=4N=4Quotients of Quotients of 
CP^3CP^3

N=5N=5

N=6N=6

N=8N=8

CSCS--matter matter 
dual CFTdual CFT

SUSYSUSYIIA IIA AdSAdS ‘‘t t 
HooftHooft limitlimit

SingularitySingularity 4

C
4

C4/Zk

C4/Dk

AdS4 ×CP 3

AdS4 ×CP 3/Z2

U(N)1 × U(N)−1

U(N)k × U(N)−k

C4/Γ

O(2N)2k × USp(2N )−k

[ABJM; Hosomichi Lee Lee Lee Park, Aharony Bergman DLJ; HLLLP, Benna

Klebanov Klose Smedback, Imamura Kimura, Terashima Yagi]

U(N)2 × U(N)−2



ArmoniArmoni NaqviNaqvi

GiveonGiveon KutasovKutasov
N=0N=0

OoguriOoguri--ParkPark

AganagicAganagic
N=1N=1Nearly GNearly G22Spin(7) 8Spin(7) 8--

manifoldmanifold

CYCY33 quiversquivers

MM--crystalcrystal
N=2N=2Sasaki Sasaki 

EinsteinEinstein
CalabiCalabi--YauYau

One loop One loop 
N=3 quiversN=3 quivers

FlavorFlavor
N=3N=333--SasakianSasakianHyperKHyperKäählerhler

CSCS--matter matter 
dual CFTdual CFT

SUSYSUSYAdSAdS near near 
horizonhorizon

SingularitySingularity 4

∑
ki = 0



Deformation of N=3 Deformation of N=3 
N=3N=3M_6 with nonzero M_6 with nonzero 

Romans massRomans mass

Deformation of N=2 Deformation of N=2 
CSM theoryCSM theory

N=2N=2Massive IIAMassive IIA

Deformation of the Deformation of the 
N=6 theoryN=6 theoryN=2,1,0N=2,1,0

Massive IIAMassive IIA

SO(4), Sp(2), SO(6) SO(4), Sp(2), SO(6) 
isometryisometry

Add a quadratic Add a quadratic 
operator and flowoperator and flow

N=2N=2

N=1N=1
Squashed and warpedSquashed and warped

CSCS--matter dual CFTmatter dual CFTSUSYSUSYIIA AdSIIA AdS44 near near 
horizonhorizon

∑
ki �= 0



Quantum corrections Quantum corrections 

�� In N=3 CSM, the existence of a In N=3 CSM, the existence of a nonabeliannonabelian RR--
symmetry implies that the dimensions of symmetry implies that the dimensions of mesonicmesonic
operators are not renormalized. operators are not renormalized. 

�� In N=4 3d YM theories, the YangIn N=4 3d YM theories, the Yang--Mills coupling can Mills coupling can 
be promoted to a component of a vector be promoted to a component of a vector multipletmultiplet, and , and 
thus the Higgs branch (thus the Higgs branch (ieie. . modulimoduli space of space of 
hypermultipletshypermultiplets) is not quantum corrected.) is not quantum corrected.

�� This is not true for the CS coupling.This is not true for the CS coupling.



Monopoles in the Monopoles in the chiralchiral ringring

�� There are monopole operators in YMThere are monopole operators in YM--CSCS--matter matter 
theories, which we follow to the IR CSM.theories, which we follow to the IR CSM.

�� In radial quantization, it is a classical background with In radial quantization, it is a classical background with 
magnetic flux                       , and constant scalar, magnetic flux                       , and constant scalar, 

. Of course, in the CSM limit, . Of course, in the CSM limit, 

�� It is crucial that the fields in It is crucial that the fields in µµ are not charged under a.are not charged under a.

�� This operator creates a vortex.This operator creates a vortex.

∫
S2
Fa = 2πn

σ = n/2

[Borokhov Kapustin Wu]

σa = k−1µ



Anomalous dimensionAnomalous dimension

�� The dimension of the monopole operator will be the The dimension of the monopole operator will be the 
sum of the two contributions sum of the two contributions 

and the dimension of the scalar fields used in the and the dimension of the scalar fields used in the 
dressing.dressing.

�� This was calculated in This was calculated in BorokhovBorokhov--KapustinKapustin--WuWu by by 
quantizing the charged fermions in the monopole quantizing the charged fermions in the monopole 
background with constant background with constant 

Q0 =
1

2
(
∑

i∈hyper

−
∑

i∈vector

)|qi|

σ = n/2

[Gaiotto Witten, Imamura, Gaiotto DLJ, Benna

Klebanov Klose]



N = 3 N = 3 hypertorichypertoric 3 3 -- SasakianSasakian

�� Wrap N D3 Wrap N D3 branesbranes on a circle. Then N=3 on a circle. Then N=3 
supersymmetry is preserved if (supersymmetry is preserved if (p,qp,q) 5 ) 5 branesbranes
intersect the circle, and wrapintersect the circle, and wrap
33--planes in the transverse Rplanes in the transverse R66

at an angle at an angle 

�� No simple description of the field theory on N No simple description of the field theory on N 
D3 D3 branesbranes stretched between general (stretched between general (p,qp,q) ) 
fivebranesfivebranes is known. Restrict to the (1,k) case.is known. Restrict to the (1,k) case.

D3N

5(1,k) NS5(1,k’) 5

θ = arg(pτ + q)

[Kitao Ohta Ohta, Bergman Hanany Karch Kol]



Lift to MLift to M--theory geometrytheory geometry

�� At long distances, it is natural to TAt long distances, it is natural to T--dualizedualize, giving D2 , giving D2 
branesbranes in IIA. In the IR, we flow to strong coupling, in IIA. In the IR, we flow to strong coupling, 
lifting to Mlifting to M--theory. The theory. The fivebranesfivebranes turn into pure turn into pure 
geometry geometry 

�� It is possible to see that there is a It is possible to see that there is a hyperKhyperKäählerhler quotient quotient 
singularity at the origin.singularity at the origin.

ds2 = Uijd-x
i · d-xj + U ij(dϕi +Ai)(dϕj +Aj)

Ai = d-xj · -ωji = dxjaω
a
ji ∂xjaω

b
ki − ∂xkbω

a
ji = ǫabc∂xjcUki

[Gauntlett, Gibbons, Papadopulos, 
Townsend]

U = 1+
∑

a

(
ha kaha
kaha k2aha

)
, ha =

1
2|�x1+ka�x2|

[Bielawski, Dancer]



HyperKHyperKäählerhler conescones

�� There is a general relation between There is a general relation between hypertorichypertoric
hyperKhyperKäählerhler cones and the GGPT metrics. In cones and the GGPT metrics. In 
particular, suppose one lifts a configuration of (p, q) particular, suppose one lifts a configuration of (p, q) 
fivebranesfivebranes. Construct the map . Construct the map 

�� Then the kernel defines a Then the kernel defines a hyperKahlerhyperKahler quotient quotient 

�� For now, we only know the CFT if all For now, we only know the CFT if all qqii=1,0 .=1,0 .

β =

(
p1 p2 . . . pn
q1 q2 . . . qn

)
: U(1)n → U(1)2

of Hn by U(1)n−2 ×Zℓ, which is 8 dimensional.



N=3 CSMN=3 CSM

�� This field theory is just the N=3 CSM with whose This field theory is just the N=3 CSM with whose 
quiver has one loop. The Chernquiver has one loop. The Chern--Simons levels are given Simons levels are given 
by by 

[Imamura Kimura; Tomasiello DLJ]

The N=2 The N=2 superpotentialsuperpotential is given by is given by 

The N=3 supersymmetry implies that the D term and F The N=3 supersymmetry implies that the D term and F 
term equations form term equations form hyperKhyperKäählerhler tripletstriplets

W =
∑n

i=1
1
ki
Tr(BiAi −Ai−1Bi−1)

2

(k−1)ijµi/ T
ab
j Cb = 0 Ca = (Aa B

†
a)

µαi = T abi C†aσ
αCb

ki = pi − pi+1



M2 M2 branesbranes on on CalabiCalabi--YauYau 44--foldsfolds

�� Consider a conical Consider a conical CalabiCalabi--YauYau 44--fold, X, with a U(1) fold, X, with a U(1) 
isometryisometry that leaves the that leaves the holomorphicholomorphic 44--form invariant. form invariant. 
For example, a For example, a torictoric CYCY44 will have 3 such U(1)will have 3 such U(1)’’s. s. 

�� Then the Then the KKäählerhler quotient X//U(1) will be a CYquotient X//U(1) will be a CY33, Y. , Y. 
Reducing MReducing M--theory on X to IIA on this U(1) gives a 7d theory on X to IIA on this U(1) gives a 7d 
cone which is Y fibered over a real line, with Fcone which is Y fibered over a real line, with F22 flux, flux, 
varying varying dilatondilaton, and , and 

�� The FThe F22 flux scales with k if one starts with X/flux scales with k if one starts with X/ZZkk..

θFIa = kar.

[DLJ Tomasiello, Martelli Sparks, Hanany Zaffaroni, Aganagic]



Two subtletiesTwo subtleties
�� If the U(1) shrinks away from the origin, then there will If the U(1) shrinks away from the origin, then there will 

be explicit D6 be explicit D6 branesbranes in the IIA reduction. For example in the IIA reduction. For example 
QQ111111, which is a circle bundle over S, which is a circle bundle over S22 x Sx S22 x Sx S22, with the , with the 
U(1) action generated by rotation of two of the spheres.U(1) action generated by rotation of two of the spheres.

�� It is also possible that Y has nonIt is also possible that Y has non--isolated isolated orbifoldorbifold
singularities. For example, Csingularities. For example, C44 with a with a 

acting with charges 1, acting with charges 1, --1, p, 1, p, --p, which is related to NS5 p, which is related to NS5 
–– (p,q)5 configurations, has a (p,q)5 configurations, has a nonisolatednonisolated ZZpp singularity singularity 
in the IIA reduction.in the IIA reduction.

[work in progress of Klebanov, Pufu]

Zq ⊂ U(1)

k k

- k

- k

The weakly coupled manifestly N=4 theory is mysterious in IIB. In 

principle determined by Gaiotto Witten



N=2 CSM from D3 quiversN=2 CSM from D3 quivers
�� We want to know the theory on N M2 We want to know the theory on N M2 branesbranes on X. It on X. It 

is the IR limit of the theory on N D2 is the IR limit of the theory on N D2 branesbranes on the 7d on the 7d 
cone X/U(1), with Fcone X/U(1), with F22 flux.flux.

�� Take the reduction to 2+1 of the quiver theory Take the reduction to 2+1 of the quiver theory 
describing N D3 describing N D3 branesbranes on Y. In the resolved geometry on Y. In the resolved geometry 
we can image this describes the fractional we can image this describes the fractional branesbranes as D4 as D4 
and D6 on and D6 on holomorphicholomorphic 2 and 4 cycles in Y. The CS 2 and 4 cycles in Y. The CS 
terms arise from the D4 terms arise from the D4 worldvolumeworldvolume coupling coupling 

�� It would be interesting to directly derive the coupling         It would be interesting to directly derive the coupling         
that must arise from the that must arise from the fibrationfibration of Y over Rof Y over R11. . 

∫
F2 ∧ SCS(a)

k
2π

∫
Dσ

[Martelli Sparks, Hanany Zaffaroni, Hanany Vegh Zaffaroni, Niarchos, Ueda Yamazaki, 

Hanany He, Amariti Forcella Girardello Mariotti, Davey Hanany Mekarecya Torri, 

Aganagic]



ModuliModuli space of N=2 CSMspace of N=2 CSM

�� There are FThere are F--term equations of the usual type term equations of the usual type 
We have a D3 quiver on Y with n nodes, all fields are We have a D3 quiver on Y with n nodes, all fields are 
adjointsadjoints or or bifundamentalsbifundamentals..

�� The DThe D--term equations are replaced by cubic equationsterm equations are replaced by cubic equations
where where µµaa are the usual moment maps. are the usual moment maps. 

�� The MThe M--theory geometry is the solution theory geometry is the solution µµaa = k= kaa r, and r, and 
the CS term implies that one only gauges the kernel ofthe CS term implies that one only gauges the kernel of

�� This is precisely the geometry X. This is precisely the geometry X. 
β : (u1, , un) ∈ U(1)n → uk11 ...u

kn
n

1
ka
µaT

i
bqi = 0,

[Tomasiello DLJ, Martelli Sparks, Hanany Zaffaroni]

∂W = 0.



ToricToric crystalscrystals
�� DescibesDescibes a a torictoric CalabiCalabi--YauYau 44--fold by reducing to IIA fold by reducing to IIA 

and Tand T--dualizingdualizing twice on the natural Ttwice on the natural T33, then lifting , then lifting 
back to Mback to M--theory. A stack of M2 theory. A stack of M2 branesbranes becomes a becomes a 
stack of M5 stack of M5 branesbranes wrapping Twrapping T33 and intersecting M5 and intersecting M5 
branesbranes along (along (p,q,rp,q,r) cycles in a pattern identical to the ) cycles in a pattern identical to the 
torictoric diagram. diagram. 

�� Has led to some CSM proposals that donHas led to some CSM proposals that don’’t arise as 4d t arise as 4d 
quivers. Some of these are associated to Mquivers. Some of these are associated to M--theory theory 
U(1)U(1)’’s with fixed loci, that is D6 s with fixed loci, that is D6 branesbranes in IIA.in IIA.

k k

- k

- k

[Franco Hanany Park Rodriguez-Gomez, Martelli

Sparks,Imamura Kimura, Franco Klebanov Rodriguez-Gomez, 

Hanany He, Ueda Yamazaki]

[Lee, Lee Lee Park, Kim Lee Lee Park]



Quantum effects in the Quantum effects in the nonabeliannonabelian

theorytheory

�� In the In the abelianabelian case, the classical case, the classical modulimoduli space of these space of these 
N=2 theories, which have only N=2 theories, which have only adjointadjoint and and 
bifundamentalbifundamental matter fields, and monopole operators matter fields, and monopole operators 
with magnetic flux in the overall U(1), should be exact.with magnetic flux in the overall U(1), should be exact.

�� In the In the nonabeliannonabelian theory, one needs to compute the theory, one needs to compute the 
quantum correction to the dimension of the monopole quantum correction to the dimension of the monopole 
from integrating out the charged fermions from the from integrating out the charged fermions from the 
(off(off--diagonal components of) diagonal components of) chiralchiral and vector and vector 
multipletsmultiplets..



CancellationCancellation

�� Doing the calculation in the UV YMDoing the calculation in the UV YM--CSM theory,CSM theory,
, where R is the, where R is the exact Rexact R--

symmetry in the IR CSM. Note that in the symmetry in the IR CSM. Note that in the torictoric case, case, 
each each chiralchiral field appears exactly twice in the field appears exactly twice in the 
superpotentialsuperpotential. Therefore any flavor symmetry (which . Therefore any flavor symmetry (which 
must leave W invariant) that might mix with the Rmust leave W invariant) that might mix with the R--
symmetry cancels in the monopole dimension.symmetry cancels in the monopole dimension.

�� Therefore equivalent to anomaly cancellation in the 4d Therefore equivalent to anomaly cancellation in the 4d 
YM theory with the same quiver.YM theory with the same quiver.

�� A nonA non--trivial quantum check that the trivial quantum check that the nonabeliannonabelian theory theory 
is indeed the dual CFT. is indeed the dual CFT. 

∆dim = ∆R = 1
2

∑
fermionsR-charge

[Niarchos,  Benna Klebanov

Klose,  work in progress]



The puzzle of extra branchesThe puzzle of extra branches

�� Many of these conjectured N=2 CSM duals to AdSMany of these conjectured N=2 CSM duals to AdS44 x x 
SESE77 have extra branches in the have extra branches in the modulimoduli space of the space of the 
abelianabelian theory. Normally such branches are associated theory. Normally such branches are associated 
to singular horizons, where a M2 to singular horizons, where a M2 branebrane can split into can split into 
fractional fractional branesbranes. However here the meaning is . However here the meaning is 
mysterious, as the SEmysterious, as the SE77 can be smooth. can be smooth. 

�� Any Any subquiversubquiver in which the levels sum to zero may in which the levels sum to zero may 
result in an extra branch, unless it is killed by Fresult in an extra branch, unless it is killed by F--term term 
equations. In particular, a quiver with pure YM nodes equations. In particular, a quiver with pure YM nodes 
always has Coulomb branches.always has Coulomb branches.

k k

- k

- k
k

- k

0

0

[Aganagic]



N = 1N = 1
�� One idea is to engineer N=1 CSM theories by looking One idea is to engineer N=1 CSM theories by looking 

at N=1 4d Yangat N=1 4d Yang--Mills theories on a circle with domain Mills theories on a circle with domain 
walls that carry Chernwalls that carry Chern--Simons terms. Simons terms. ArmoniArmoni, , GiveonGiveon, , 
Israel, Israel, NiarchosNiarchos recently studied the 2+1 dynamics for recently studied the 2+1 dynamics for 
configurations dual to purely fractional M2 configurations dual to purely fractional M2 branesbranes. . 

�� The dual field theory to R The dual field theory to R ×× GG22 can be obtained from can be obtained from 
FF22 flux on a CYflux on a CY33, by not turning on the N=2 , by not turning on the N=2 
completion of the CS term, although it has a singular completion of the CS term, although it has a singular 
horizon in both Mhorizon in both M--theory and IIA.  theory and IIA.  [[AganagicAganagic, , AganagicAganagic VafaVafa]]

�� There are proposals for the squashed SThere are proposals for the squashed S77 with SO(5) with SO(5) 
isometryisometry as a deformation of the N=6 CSM as a deformation of the N=6 CSM [[OoguriOoguri Park]Park]

and even some N=0 and even some N=0 orientifoldsorientifolds [[ArmoniArmoni NaqviNaqvi]]



RG flowsRG flows
�� Often a large space of classically marginal deformations, Often a large space of classically marginal deformations, 

probably containing probably containing submanifoldssubmanifolds of of conformallyconformally
invariant theories. invariant theories. 

�� Add a quadratic term to the N=2 Add a quadratic term to the N=2 superpotentialsuperpotential. . 
Sometimes it involves the monopole operators. Sometimes it involves the monopole operators. 

�� Believed that there is a nonBelieved that there is a non--renormalization theorem for renormalization theorem for 
N=2 CSM theories, although it is not yet been proven. In N=2 CSM theories, although it is not yet been proven. In 
particular, coefficients in the particular, coefficients in the superpotentialsuperpotential should only should only 
scale by the difference of the Rscale by the difference of the R--charge of the operator charge of the operator 
from 2. from 2. 

[Gaiotto Yin, Niarchos]



WarpedWarped

�� Adding the N=2 deformationAdding the N=2 deformation
generates the generates the CorradoCorrado PilchPilch WarnerWarner flow to flow to WarnerWarner’’s s 
SU(3) SU(3) ×× U(1)U(1)R R isometryisometry, warped AdS, warped AdS4 4 background. background. 
Detailed spectrum agrees.Detailed spectrum agrees.

�� Some N=1 flows were found by Some N=1 flows were found by [[BobevBobev HalmagyiHalmagyi PilchPilch Warner]Warner]

�� There are also examples in which one flows from one There are also examples in which one flows from one 
purely geometric Mpurely geometric M--theory background to another. For theory background to another. For 
example, the IIB configuration with an NS5 and (1,k)5 example, the IIB configuration with an NS5 and (1,k)5 
at N=2 angles and parallel in two planes engineers M2 at N=2 angles and parallel in two planes engineers M2 
branesbranes on C on C ×× conifold/Zconifold/Zkk. Adding a mass term for the . Adding a mass term for the 
adjointsadjoints causes the theory to flow to Ccauses the theory to flow to C44/Z/Zkk..

[Klebanov, Klose, Murugan, Klebanov, Pufu, Rocha, C. 

Ahn]

∆W = m(C4)
a
â(C

4)b
b̂
(e−2τ )âb̂ab



Massive IIAMassive IIA

�� It has long been suspected that the CFT duals to It has long been suspected that the CFT duals to 
massive IIA massive IIA vacuavacua would be based on Chernwould be based on Chern--
Simons, since there is a coupling                       Simons, since there is a coupling                       
on the D2 on the D2 worldvolumeworldvolume. This means that the . This means that the 
D2 theory does not flow to infinite coupling D2 theory does not flow to infinite coupling 
once the Romans mass is turned on. So far there once the Romans mass is turned on. So far there 
is no explicitly known is no explicitly known supersymmetricsupersymmetric solution solution 
of a black D2 black in massive IIA on a 7d cone. of a black D2 black in massive IIA on a 7d cone. 
The The dilatondilaton then need not vanish at the origin. then need not vanish at the origin. 

∫
F0SCS(a)



Massive IIAMassive IIA

�� This motivates the idea that the total CS level should be This motivates the idea that the total CS level should be 
related to the Frelated to the F00 flux. flux. 

�� Thus one considers deforming the N=6 CSM theory by Thus one considers deforming the N=6 CSM theory by 
the addition of a level a CS term for the second gauge the addition of a level a CS term for the second gauge 
group.group.

�� In this theory the monopole operators corresponding In this theory the monopole operators corresponding 
to D0 to D0 branesbranes develop a tadpole, since the induced develop a tadpole, since the induced 
electric charge (k, aelectric charge (k, a--k) cannot be cancelled with the k) cannot be cancelled with the 
matter fields.matter fields.
[Gaiotto Tomasiello, Fujita Li Ryu Takayanagi, Petrini

Zaffaroni]

U(N)k × U(N)−k+a



�� Therefore the light U(1) on the Therefore the light U(1) on the modulimoduli space has space has 
a level a level aa ChernChern--Simons term, matching the Simons term, matching the 
coupling of the D2 coupling of the D2 worldvolumeworldvolume to the Romans to the Romans 
mass. mass. 

�� For such deformations of N=6 CSM, there are For such deformations of N=6 CSM, there are 
field theories with N = 3,2,1,0 differing by the field theories with N = 3,2,1,0 differing by the 
breaking of the SU(4) into flavor and Rbreaking of the SU(4) into flavor and R--
symmetry. Still have the topology symmetry. Still have the topology 

kCS(A1) + (a− k)CS(A2) + |X|2(A1 −A2)2

[Tomasiello; Gaiotto Tomasiello]

AdS4 × CP3



Gravity dualsGravity duals

�� For N=0 and SO(6) For N=0 and SO(6) isometryisometry, one must have the usual , one must have the usual 
FubiniFubini--Study metric on CPStudy metric on CP33. There is a solution with . There is a solution with 
nonzero Fnonzero F00 and Fand F44 of this type.of this type.

�� The N=1 case with Sp(2) The N=1 case with Sp(2) isometryisometry was presented at was presented at 
Strings 2008 by Strings 2008 by TomasielloTomasiello, and the CP, and the CP33 is described as is described as 
an San S22 fibrationfibration over Sover S44..

�� IsometryIsometry is more useful than supersymmetry, so N=2,3 is more useful than supersymmetry, so N=2,3 
solution are only known as perturbations. They would solution are only known as perturbations. They would 
have SO(4) and SO(3) have SO(4) and SO(3) isometryisometry if they indeed exist.if they indeed exist.



D6 D6 branesbranes in AdSin AdS44

�� We now know a large class of               quiver CSM We now know a large class of               quiver CSM 
theories describing a stack of M2 theories describing a stack of M2 branesbranes at a at a hypertorichypertoric
singularity. In the singularity. In the ‘‘t t HooftHooft limit, the dual geometry is a limit, the dual geometry is a 
warped productwarped product

�� Introducing D6 Introducing D6 branesbranes wrapping an internal, wrapping an internal, 
homologically trivial, 3homologically trivial, 3--cycle (       in the        case) adds cycle (       in the        case) adds 
fundamental fundamental hypermultipletshypermultiplets to the quiver.to the quiver. CChoice of hoice of ZZ22
Wilson line corresponds to which node the Wilson line corresponds to which node the 
fundamental is attached.fundamental is attached.

�� Interestingly, Interestingly, conformalityconformality is preserved. is preserved. 

AdS4 ×w M6

RP
3

CP
3

[Hohenegger Kirsch, Gaiotto DLJ, Hikida Li Takayanagi, Fujita Tai]

N = 3



FlavorsFlavors

�� In the IIB setup this corresponds to introducing D5 In the IIB setup this corresponds to introducing D5 
branesbranes. The D3. The D3--D5 strings give rise to a flavor D5 strings give rise to a flavor 
hypermultiplethypermultiplet in the fundamental of the node in the fundamental of the node 
associated to that section of the wrapped D3associated to that section of the wrapped D3’’s. s. 

�� On the On the ““geometricgeometric”” branch of the branch of the modulimoduli space, these space, these 
fields are set to zero, however they change the fields are set to zero, however they change the 
dimension of the monopole operators by a 1dimension of the monopole operators by a 1--loop loop 
correction. The metric on the correction. The metric on the modulimoduli space is altered, space is altered, 
resulting in                                                  wiresulting in                                                  with the th the 
charge charge NNff U(1)U(1)BB action on M and natural U(1) on Caction on M and natural U(1) on C44..

Mquantum = (Mclassical × C4)///U(1)

[Gaiotto DLJ, Yin DLJ]



Dual CFT for                        .Dual CFT for                        .

�� One of the most symmetric 3One of the most symmetric 3--Sasakians, its cone is Sasakians, its cone is 
, and  it can be written as a quotient , and  it can be written as a quotient 

�� Classical Classical modulimoduli space is              , but space is              , but for k =1 it is 
quantum corrected to quantum corrected to 

�� The SU(3) currents involve monopole operators.The SU(3) currents involve monopole operators.
�� Attempts in the 90Attempts in the 90’’s where close:s where close:

[Billo` Fabbri Fre` Merlatti Zaffaroni, …]

T ∗CP2

k-k
C4/Zk

T ∗CP2 = H3///U(1), (1, 1, 1)

SU(3)
U(1)

AdS4 ×N010



Quantum corrected geometric Quantum corrected geometric 

branchbranch

�� The ordinary The ordinary chiralchiral operators are not affected.operators are not affected.

�� On the On the modulimoduli space of diagonal matrices, the diagonal space of diagonal matrices, the diagonal 
U(1)U(1)NN is unbroken, and there are monopoles operators is unbroken, and there are monopoles operators 
with such magnetic fluxes.with such magnetic fluxes.

�� They have CS induced charge k, and anomalous They have CS induced charge k, and anomalous 
dimension Ndimension Nff/2. /2. 

�� For For NNff=1, k=1, at dimension 1, one has 8 gauge =1, k=1, at dimension 1, one has 8 gauge 
invariant operators as expected for invariant operators as expected for H3////U(1)111

Tr(AiBj), T (Bi), T̃ (Ai)

Tr(AiBjAkBl)

[Gaiotto DLJ]



Higgs branchHiggs branch

�� If the number of fundamentals is at least twice the rank If the number of fundamentals is at least twice the rank 
of the gauge groups, there is a completely of the gauge groups, there is a completely HiggsedHiggsed
branch in which the D2 branch in which the D2 branesbranes dissolve into the D6 dissolve into the D6 
branesbranes. . 

�� All moment maps set to zero, resulting in exactly the All moment maps set to zero, resulting in exactly the 
ordinary ordinary KKäählerhler quotient for the ADHM quiver of N quotient for the ADHM quiver of N 
instantonsinstantons of rank of rank NNff on Con C22/Z/Znn..

�� FI parameters resolve the singularity, each node is a FI parameters resolve the singularity, each node is a 
fractional fractional branebrane that blows up into a D4.that blows up into a D4.

ki =

∫

S2
(i)

F2



Stuffing fundamentals with Stuffing fundamentals with dofdof

�� It is simplest to determine the number of It is simplest to determine the number of 
degrees of freedom at high temperature from degrees of freedom at high temperature from 
the Mthe M--theory theory supergravitysupergravity limit. It is dominated limit. It is dominated 
by the large AdSby the large AdS44 black hole, and the internal black hole, and the internal 
manifold only enters via the dependence of the manifold only enters via the dependence of the 
4d Planck scale on the volume of the 34d Planck scale on the volume of the 3--Sasakian. Sasakian. 

�� Note the enhancement of N Note the enhancement of N ×× NNff !!

βF = −27/23−2π2N3/2 (Nf + k)
√
2

√
Nf + 2k

V2T
2 ∼ N2

√
λ
+
3NfN

4

√
λ+ ...



OrientifoldsOrientifolds

�� One can place an O2 on the stack of D2 One can place an O2 on the stack of D2 branesbranes. These . These 
correspond in our general picture to reduction from Mcorrespond in our general picture to reduction from M--
theory on an Stheory on an S11/Z/Z22 bundle.bundle.

�� In the N=3 case, wrap an O3 plane around with the D3 In the N=3 case, wrap an O3 plane around with the D3 
branesbranes. . [[HosomichiHosomichi Lee Lee LeeLee LeeLee Park; Park; AharonyAharony Bergman DLJ; Bergman DLJ; TomasielloTomasiello DLJ]DLJ]

�� Leads to a                                         theory with NLeads to a                                         theory with N=5 =5 
supersymmetry in the CPsupersymmetry in the CP33 case. There is an case. There is an orientifoldorientifold
action on the CPaction on the CP33. In M. In M--theory, there is an extra Ztheory, there is an extra Z22
orbifoldorbifold, resulting in S, resulting in S77/D/Dkk..

O(2N)2k × USp(2N)−k



IntegrabilityIntegrability

�� Tremendous amount of work on this subject has Tremendous amount of work on this subject has 
built up considerable evidence for the conjecture built up considerable evidence for the conjecture 
of of integrabilityintegrability of the U(N) of the U(N) ×× U(N) N=6 theory.U(N) N=6 theory.

[[Abbot, Abbot, AgarwalAgarwal, , K.AhnK.Ahn, , AldayAlday, , AnicctoAniccto, , ArutyunovArutyunov, , AstolfiAstolfi, , BakBak, , BeccariaBeccaria, , BeisertBeisert, , 

BombardelliBombardelli, , BonelliBonelli, , BozhilovBozhilov, , BykovBykov, , CaputaCaputa, Chen, , Chen, dd’’AuriaAuria, , DukalskiDukalski, , FioravantiFioravanti, , 
FreFre, , FrolovFrolov, , GaiottoGaiotto, Gang, , Gang, GiangrecoGiangreco, , GiombiGiombi, , GomisGomis, , GrassiGrassi, , GrignaniGrignani, , GromovGromov, , 
Hamilton, Hamilton, HarmarkHarmark, , HollowoodHollowood, , KalousiosKalousios, , KazakovKazakov, , KozakKozak, , KristjansenKristjansen, Jain, Lee, , Jain, Lee, 
LukowskiLukowski, , MacoriniMacorini, , McLoughlinMcLoughlin, , MikhaylovMikhaylov, Min, , Min, MinahanMinahan, , MiramontesMiramontes, , MuruganMurugan, , 
NepomechieNepomechie, , NishiokaNishioka, , OrselliOrselli, , PanigrahiPanigrahi, , PapathanasiouPapathanasiou, Park, , Park, PulettiPuletti, , PrinslooPrinsloo, , 
RashkovRashkov, Rey, , Rey, RoibanRoiban, , RyangRyang, , SaffaiSaffai, Sax, , Sax, SchulginSchulgin, , SemenoffSemenoff, , ShenderovichShenderovich, , 
SochichiuSochichiu, Sorokin, , Sorokin, SpradlinSpradlin, j. , j. StefanskiStefanski, , StrydomStrydom, , SundinSundin, Suzuki, , Suzuki, TakayanagiTakayanagi, Tsai, , Tsai, 
van van TongerenTongeren, , TrigianeTrigiane, , TseytlinTseytlin, , UvarovUvarov, , VerguVergu, Vieira, , Vieira, VolovichVolovich, , WenWen, Wu, , Wu, WulffWulff, , 
Yin, Yin, ZaremboZarembo, , ZoubosZoubos, , ZweibelZweibel]]



Spin chain at weak Spin chain at weak ‘‘t t HooftHooft couplingcoupling

�� Alternating spin chain Alternating spin chain Tr(ATr(A B A BB A B……), so only even ), so only even 
orders contribute in the orders contribute in the perturbativeperturbative expansion in the expansion in the ‘‘t t 
HooftHooft coupling. It has SU(2|2) coupling. It has SU(2|2) ×× U(1) symmetry.U(1) symmetry.

�� 22--loop dilatation operator was shown to be loop dilatation operator was shown to be integrableintegrable
in the scalar sector. in the scalar sector. 

�� Full OSp(6|4) dilatation operator and Bethe Full OSp(6|4) dilatation operator and Bethe ansatzansatz was was 
proposed, checked extensively at 2 loops, as well as proposed, checked extensively at 2 loops, as well as 
some 4 loop results. some 4 loop results. 

[Bak Min Rey]

[Minahan Zarembo, Bak

Rey, …]

[Gaiotto Giombi Yin, Grignani Harmark Orselli, Gromov Vieira, Ahn

Nepomechie, Sundin, Zweibel, Minahan Schulgin Zarembo, …]



IIA string dynamics at strong IIA string dynamics at strong ‘‘t t 

HooftHooft couplingcoupling
[[ArutymovArutymov FrolovFrolov, j. , j. StefanskiStefanski, , BakBak Rey, Rey, GromovGromov Vieira, Vieira, GomisGomis Sorokin Sorokin WulffWulff, , AldayAlday
ArutymovArutymov BykovBykov, , ……]]

�� Found to be Found to be integrableintegrable to leading order in 1/to leading order in 1/√√λλ..

�� The full IIA string The full IIA string worldsheetworldsheet is not quite a is not quite a cosetcoset
model, although it contains the model, although it contains the integrableintegrable
OSp(6|4)/U(3) OSp(6|4)/U(3) ×× SO(1,3) as a subsector .SO(1,3) as a subsector .

�� The 11 dimensional OSp(8|4)/SO(7) The 11 dimensional OSp(8|4)/SO(7) ×× SO(1,3) is SO(1,3) is 
HopfHopf fibered over the 10 d fibered over the 10 d superspacesuperspace model with 32 model with 32 
odd directions and 24 odd directions and 24 supersymmetriessupersymmetries..

[Arutymov Frolov, j. Stefanski, Fre Grassi, d’Auria Fre Grassi Trigiante, …]

[Gomis Sorokin Wulff]



Dispersion relationDispersion relation

�� GaintGaint magnonmagnon dispersion relation dispersion relation 
where p is the momentum can be calculated where p is the momentum can be calculated 
both using both using integrabilityintegrability [[GaiottoGaiotto GiombiGiombi Yin, Yin, GrignaniGrignani HarmarkHarmark

OrselliOrselli]] or by treating offor by treating off--diagonal modes diagonal modes 
perturbativelyperturbatively [[BerensteinBerenstein TrancanelliTrancanelli, , TrancanelliTrancanelli]]

�� It would be interesting to determine the It would be interesting to determine the 
interpolating function appearing in the interpolating function appearing in the 
dispersion relation exactly.dispersion relation exactly.

ǫ =
√
1 + h(λ) sin2 p2



Condensed matter applicationsCondensed matter applications

�� Often involve 2+1 dimensional field theories.Often involve 2+1 dimensional field theories.
�� ChernChern--Simons terms are very common. Simons terms are very common. 
�� Hope is to find some semiHope is to find some semi--qualitative matching qualitative matching 

between such theories and between such theories and supersymmetricsupersymmetric ones.ones.
�� However, gauge groups are usually However, gauge groups are usually abelianabelian --

although SU(2) seems to be possible.although SU(2) seems to be possible.
�� Can at least provide string theory realizations, if Can at least provide string theory realizations, if 

not gravity duals. not gravity duals. 



Fractional quantum Hall effectFractional quantum Hall effect

�� Two dimensional electron system with an Two dimensional electron system with an abelianabelian
ChernChern--Simons term at CS equal to the inverse of the Simons term at CS equal to the inverse of the 
filling fraction. filling fraction. 

�� Engineered by adding a flavor D6 Engineered by adding a flavor D6 branebrane, coupling to a , coupling to a 
background electric field in the AdS4,background electric field in the AdS4,
and turning on M units of Band turning on M units of B2.2. An An abelainabelain CS term is CS term is 
induced for the 2+1 dual to induced for the 2+1 dual to AAextext, whose level can be , whose level can be 
dialed by rotating the D6 dialed by rotating the D6 branebrane. . 

C3 =
4πk
R3 Aext ∧ ωCP3

[Fujita, Hikida, Li, Ryu, Takayanagi; Alanen, 

Keski-Vakkuri, Kraus, Suur-Uski]



Superconducting M2 Superconducting M2 branesbranes

�� Charged operators condense below a critical Charged operators condense below a critical 
temperature for many N=2 Cherntemperature for many N=2 Chern--SimonsSimons--matter matter 
theories at nonzero chemical potential.theories at nonzero chemical potential.

�� Turn on the external electric field in AdS4. There can be Turn on the external electric field in AdS4. There can be 
charged charged pseudoscalarspseudoscalars coming from particular internal coming from particular internal 
CC33..

�� A A supersymmetricsupersymmetric SchrSchröödingerdinger invariant limit of the invariant limit of the 
mass deformed theorymass deformed theory

has also been studied.  has also been studied.  

[Denef Hartnoll]

[Hosomichi Lee Lee Lee Park, Gomis Rodriguez-

Gomez van Raamsdonk Verlinde]

[Nakayama, Lee, Lee, Lee, Kawai, Rey, Ryu, Sakaguchi, Sasaki, Yoshida]



SummarySummary

�� Reviewed the explicit Reviewed the explicit LagrangianLagrangian description of the IR description of the IR 
limit of limit of nonabeliannonabelian M2 M2 branesbranes..

�� New progress in extending AdS4/CFT3 duality to New progress in extending AdS4/CFT3 duality to 
examples with less supersymmetry, fluxes, flavor Dexamples with less supersymmetry, fluxes, flavor D--
branesbranes, Romans mass, Romans mass……

�� Better understanding of monopole operators and Better understanding of monopole operators and 
quantum corrections.quantum corrections.

�� Advertised developments in Advertised developments in integrabilityintegrability and condensed and condensed 
matter applications.matter applications.



Future directionsFuture directions

�� Complete the analysis of N=2 CSM duals to M2 Complete the analysis of N=2 CSM duals to M2 branesbranes
on CYon CY44. Explore N=1 theories, for example in the large . Explore N=1 theories, for example in the large 
NNff limit.limit.

�� Duals for landscape IIA Duals for landscape IIA vacuavacua..

�� Learn about the strong coupling limit of massive IIA.Learn about the strong coupling limit of massive IIA.
�� Explain NExplain N3/23/2 -- derive the 1/derive the 1/√√λλ suppression of suppression of dofsdofs. . 

�� More tests of More tests of integrabilityintegrability..
�� Further explore the connection to 2+1 condensed Further explore the connection to 2+1 condensed 

matter systems.matter systems.


